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Purchase Undressed
By Jeffrey Stein

I balked.  I hesitated.  I almost didn’t do it.  Last
year nude photos of me were on display in the Co-Op
for an anti-censorship event.  In the last two years I
have modeled nude for over 50 classes here at
Purchase (drawing, painting, and sculpture).  I even
agreed to appear nude onstage for a Drama Studies
play (we did the run through that way, but an über-
prude[nt?] faculty advisor changed the director’s mind).
My re-election campaign flyers last year were of me
nude except for strategically placed items.  The one for
A&D was a drawing of me full frontal nude.  So with all
this—ahem—exposure, you’d think I would jump at the
opportunity to pose for the Naked Issue of the Indy, and
at first I did.  Then I missed the shoot, not to avoid it, but
because I honestly believed that no one would show up.
When the Spencer Tunick-like group photo was called
off, I kinda figured that was the death of the Naked
Issue.  Man, was I wrong.  And this is where the balk
came in.  After missing the shoot, I was told that there
was still room, but instead of jumping for the chance, I
hesitated, and for a moment I even passed.

I was confused by my decision, and so were my
friends (one stated that I “invented Purchase nudity”).
At first I considered doing a nude in which I didn’t
“expose” myself, but under the circumstances I just con-
sidered that to be ridiculous.  The point of this issue
needs to be the breaking of a taboo, a breaking of the
stigma attached to nudity.  Hiding, being a false expo-
sure, would not break that taboo.  But we walk a fine
line.  Taken too far in the other direction, we end up with
exploitation and the objectification of the human form.  

At first I thought my balking was because it was the
Indy, as opposed to a legitimate “arts” publication.
Then, I was concerned about the distribution.  The fact
that it is available in a brown bag just about anywhere
on campus certainly arouses some butterflies.  But in
truth my concern was about a possible backlash.  I was
going to skip this issue for the same reason I usually
avoid public pronouncement of my atheism (as in “no-
theism” or a lack of belief, not Satanism or some other
popular misconception about what atheists believe),
and that reason is the strong possibility of a Judeo-
Christian backlash (whether from students, faculty, staff,
or administrators).

We live in a culture that obsesses over nudity, and
the truth is that the more “taboo” we make it, the more
obsessed we become.  The naked body has become
dirty and something to be ashamed of.  We hide behind 

Continued on Page 7...

To protect the privacy of 
our models and 
volunteers (and because 
we promised we'd delete 
all digital files when we 
were done), all naked 
photos have been 
removed from this 
digital edition of The 
Independent. 



Underwear Party + The
Indy Office = The

Naked Issue
By Kelechi Ubozoh

It’s 12:30AM in the PSGA office and two men walk
by with gummy bears on their penises. It’s time for The
Naked Issue of The Independent! Over thirty people
showed up for the event, and all of them were in good
humor and not much else.

Some half dressed, some fully dressed, and some
bare-ass naked -- it’s never been so easy to see ass. Or
maybe get ass? Adam Tyrrell believed so. Although he's
not Christian, he bit into an apple and made like the
Garden of Eden.

"What happened was, back in October there was
an article about hammock etiquette. For the image, we
googled “hammock sex,” and put a naked picture next to
the article. Lo and behold, somebody got upset about
The Independent printing a naked picture and we could-
n’t understand what the big deal was. That was the day
we thought about having a naked issue." said.
Independent co-editor Bill Reese.

Reese added: "This is just surreal, there was a

naked guy walking in the PSGA office.”
Most of the Independent staff did not expect for The

Naked Issue to be so successful, but there were so
many willing applicants that the Indy ran out of room. So
far, 33 students had their 15 minutes of fame in their
birthday suits, but many applied.

"This is one of the best issues we have ever done
and it hasn't even been made yet!" exclaimed co-editor
Steven Tartick.

Each person posed with a different concept. From
cowboy hats to gummy bears, everyone had a different
take on the nudity.  One couple posed nude with cacti.
One Dispatch reporter posed with a Dispatch.

"I wrote a prose piece about my body," said Natalie
Eilbert. Eilbert has a entire poem written on her body.
"Don't be nervous just be naked," said Eilbert

In the spirit of nudity, Christina Hu suggested that
she and Reese play strip poker to pass the time away.
Unfortunately Reese started losing and eventual ly
chickened out when he got to the boxers. Tyrrell, who is
used to playing goldfish and solitaire, was a little bit new
to the game. Shawn Ryder won the game and had Hu
strip down to her undies, which stated " I only "Ryde" big
waves." Coincidence? I think not!

Tara Keeley, Blair Gershenson and Kris Imperati
posed as Charlie's Angels. When asked if they had
guns, Imperati responded,  "Oh I have a gun... and it’s
loaded."

One nosey cop thought a party was going on, but
he was quickly intercepted by witty -- clothed -- Indy
supporters and told that there was just a simple photo
shoot. By now you may have guessed that The Naked
Issue was anything but a simple photo shoot. Some of
the models would like to express that it was cold in the
room, and objects in this issue are smaller than they
appear.

The Indy staff would like to thank Matt Davitt
for being the official photographer of the
Naked Issue and Erica Bushell for bagging
and stamping this week’s issues.

On the Cover:

In 1968, John Lennon and Yoko
Ono recorded the Two Virgins EP, made
up mostly of electronic noises and
Yo k o ’s wailing. The disc caused an
uproar upon its release, mostly for the
fact that it had a full frontal nude shot of
Lennon and Ono on the front cover and
a full rear shot on the back. 

To this controversey Lennon said,
“The main hangup in the world today is
hypocrisy and insecurity. If people can’t

face up to the fact of other people being
naked or smoking pot, or whatever they
want to do, then we’re never going to
get anywhere. People have got to
become aware that it’s none of their
business and that being nude is not
obscene. Being ourselves is what’s
important. If everyone practiced being
themselves instead of pretending to be
what they aren’t, there would be peace.”

With John and Yoko in mind, two of
our staff writers, Mattie Davitt and
Jessie LaBarbera duplicated this classic
photo for our first ever Naked Issue.

CHRISTIAN BIBLICAL LITERALISTS AGREE T H AT HUMANS ORIGINALLY LIVED WITHOUT CLOTHING AS THEIR NAT U R A L S TATE *  IN  A N U M-
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Confessions of a
Nude Model

By Kristin Whitcomb

The number one question I get when
telling people I nude model: But why?

It’s amazing that in today’s world of scant-
ily clad 10-year-olds and heads getting blown
off on every channel, people should be so
ashamed of their bodies. It’s how you came into
this world, right? I love mine– even with its little
quirks and flaws. And if I can make cash while
being nude (without the whole college student
doubling as a prostie on the side thing), why
not? 

Being a nude model is not as sketchy as
everyone seems to think it is. It’s not Jenna
J a m e s o n - s p r e a d - y o u r - l e g s - a n d - s h o w - m e -
some-pink modeling in which your goodies are
on display for every Tom, Dick, and Harriet to
see. It’s tasteful and for the sake of art. And
since I can’t draw a frig-
gin’ stick figure, why not
contribute in other
ways? Maybe someday
I’ll be a muse for some
lowly VA student who
goes on to great fame
and fortune and I can
say “Yeah, that’s me in
that famous
p a i n t i n g / p r i n t / s t a t u e ,
etc.” 

I started nude
modeling last year at
my old school for the
money and have been
loving it ever since. You
can get paid anywhere
from 10 to 25 bucks an
hour, depending on the
gig. What people don’t
realize is how hard it is.
Sure, it looks easy –
you sit there naked for a
couple of hours. Not so
much. You have to
remember that you
can’t move a muscle (or
try not to, anyway). I have a problem with wig-
gling my toes. It seems that every time you feel
as though you absolutely have to move a body
part or it will fall off and  then you try to subtly
twitch that damn elbow, a student cries out that
they were just drawing that specific part and
you have ruined their entire drawing if not art
career. Sitting still for three hours is not an easy
task – especially if a song I like is playing or a
friend of mine is talking to me. I just like to pre-
tend that I’m the proverbial bowl of oranges – a
still life. 

That’s really how the art students see the
model too (the majority, anyway. You do occa-
sionally get the sketch ball who stares in a not
quite artistic way at your cha-chas.) The stu-
dents are so intent on studying the lines and
contours of your body that any consciousness

that there is a live nude body falls away – at
least that’s how I see it. 

I find the trickiest thing is if a person I find
attractive is drawing me. I mean, it’s not that
easy to concentrate when a crush is seeing all
you have to offer. It puts you on quite an
uneven playing field – s/he has already seen
you in all your naked glory while you’re still left
wondering what they look like when lights are
low. Once in a while I’ll catch the eye of some-
one I find quite attractive and we’ll have eye
contact – but I’m never sure if it’s the “hey, good
looking” kind of eye contact or the “why the hell
is the nude model staring at me” kind. It’s a
tricky science I haven’t figured out yet. 

Stupid questions come my way a plenty
when I tell people that I nude model – my
favorite is the “But don’t you cream yourself?”
Why yes, actually. I find nothing more sexually
arousing than a room full of strangers staring at
my naughty bits, and I simply cannot control
myself and orgasm right then and there.
Seriously. My life is not a porno (usually). 

Another popular
subject is Jeff Stein’s
penis. Yes, we pose
together quite often, so
I suppose it’s a fair
question. Come to Art
Club and find out for
yourself if you’re that
damn curious!

I think being nude
and being naked are
entirely different things.
Being naked is dancing
around in my birthday
suit to the Spin Doctors
when the mood strikes
me. Being nude is pos-
ing for art’s sake and
sometimes getting paid
to do so. Being naked
is, in my opinion,
intensely more personal
and less self-conscious.
Nudity is my body under
harsh fluorescence and
being examined and
traced in charcoal by art
students who draw me

in all manner of ways – they add fat where I
thought I was thin and vice versa. It’s quite
interesting to see your body as portrayed by a
dozen art students, all with a different idea of
what you look like. 

Me, I would never pose for a web site or a
magazine. Even an artsy one. I think that may
be my inner prude (it is there, it’s just very hid-
den), but it just doesn’t appeal to me. Posing for
the cyber world simply doesn’t seem as though
it’s for art’s sake; it seems like it’s for that
creepy guy down the street’s sake. 

I think everyone should pose nude at least
once – if not just for the experience, then for the
cash. Because really, isn’t college all about
learning how to make a quick buck? That’s
what you can tell your mother when she finds
out what you’ve been doing.

BER OF TRIBES IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC ISLAND OF NEW GUINEA,  THE MEN USE HARD GOURDLIKE PODS AS PENIS SHEATHS *  WHILE NBC

Raven A rmy
By Jessie LaBarbera

For a certain amount of money a month,
you can see me naked on the internet. Well not
yet, but you can in a few weeks when a new
punk/rock/goth pin-up girl site launches. It's
called Raven Army, and it promises to be like
Suicide Girls but on a smaller scale.

I always thought that girls who pose nude
on the internet have no self-respect and that
there was no way in hell I would ever do that.
My head was clouded by these psuedo-feminist
beliefs that I heard from the girls I went to high
school with. Then one day I saw a special on
HBO's Real Sex about the Suicide Girls. I saw
these women who looked like me and the girls
I hung out with. I saw them showing off what
made them beautiful, and that included their
flaws. They were all different colors and differ-
ent sizes. None of them were the cookie-cutter
beauties that grace the covers of magazines
and star in series on the WB. 

After years and years of only seeing
blonde busty women define beauty, it's comfort-
ing to know that websites are now popping up
and showing their models in a realistic light.
They dive deeper into the artistic aspect of
nudity more than the sexual.

When I heard about Raven Army I wanted
to do it, not to empower myself but to possibly
make myself more attractive to my boyfriend.
The day before the shoot I started having
doubts. I felt plain next to the girls I saw on
those sites. I didn't have a bunch of tattoos and
piercings or colorful hair and thought I was
going to just make a fool out of myself.
Continued on Page 15...



The Naked Issue 
Will Not Submit to the

Fashion Industry
By Patrick Cassels

The Naked Issue is much more than a cel-
ebration of the human form. It's a statement to
the money-grubbing tycoons of the fashion
business: the Purchase Independent is not for
sale.

This newspaper will not submit to the
whims of evil clothing corporations who hold
influence over other publications. The models
of The Naked Issue are free from the latest
apparel you'd like us to hock to our beloved
readership. They are not walking advertise-
ments for the conglomerates of the garment
industry who seek to compromise our inde-
pendent voice through monetary influence.
The Independent refuses to peddle your point-
less material possessions with deceptive
advertisements strewn about our pages like so
many weeds in a garden of free speech.

We refuse to promote the sinister clothing
chain that calls itself Abercrombie & Fitch;
while hoards of bourgeois pigs rifle through
racks of designer jeans throughout the country
60 thousand miles away, Indonesian children
are hunched over industrial sewing machines
in windowless hell-holes, all so A & F can hock
their brand new bold-stripe polo shirts at the
reasonable price of $49.50 as part of their
2006 "Casual Luxury" line. We are thoroughly
disgusted at the shrewd business tactics used
in producing this fresh, original and sexy new
look.

Perhaps they skipped over this at the
Heartless-Monopoly Academy you graduated
from, but there are things in life more important
than a relaxed-yet-sophisticated style that
looks as good at the office as it does at the

beach. Or a pair of faded jeans that gives you
that "don't care," Luke Perry attitude.

Don't bother convincing us to disregard
the mom-and-pop clothing manufacturers
forced to go out of business when they're
unable to compete with your designer-quality
clothes at low low prices. The people who pick
up The Independent are of a different breed
than the brainless, incredibly well dressed
automatons you're used to dealing with. We
assure you they're not interested in your vin-
tage, low-cut Abercrombie Wash cargo pants,
your 100 percent cotton boxers or your limited
edition Hawaiian-print surf shorts (available in
seven original Polynesian patterns).

Oh, what's that, Abercrombie & Fitch? For
a limited time purchases of 25 dollars or more
will include a special compilation CD featuring
new singles from LFO and Sugar Ray? Well,
thanks for the tip, but that might be the kind of
information better suited to GQ.

Oh, sure. You’d like us to tell our readers
about this May's "Endless Summer" sales
event. You’d like us to lure them like cows to
the slaughter by telling them about this pathet-
ic ritual of unbeatable savings—including 50
percent off selected denim trousers (offer void
on weekends and holidays). You'd like us to do
that, to mention the "Endless Summer" sales
event, but we won't.

If you think the Independent crowd will
sacrifice their principals for the popularity, good
looks, and almost supernatural appeal to the
opposite sex guaranteed to anyone sporting
one of your signature skin-tight charcoal tees
or one-of-a-kind frayed-brim baseball caps,
you're sorely mistaken. Our readers are con-
tent to remain misanthropic bastards of society
with a hideous style that will continue to alien-
ate them from their peers for years to come.

Find some other sellouts, Abercrombie &
Fitch. The Naked Issue wants nothing to do
with you.

IS  DOING THE A N N U A L T E L E C A S T OF THE 46TH A C A D E M Y AWARDS CERIMONY, A MAN NAMED ROBERT O PA L STREAKED NAKED A C R O S S

Bringing the 
Naked Truth

By David Jacobi

Weirdos, hipsters, and Purchase-ites who
just like to turn their own freak switch to eleven:
I’ve come out of an 18-credit enforced early
retirement from hate-filled Purchase
I n d e p e n d e n t article-spewing to shed my
threads and work once again to drop some seri-
ous knowledge on all your cracker asses. Now,
keeping in this naked theme, a subject that
would be apt would be a subject we sometimes
lose sight of. There are tons of things we as
semi-sentient free thinking individuals forget or
ignore. Besides birth control. Besides the lyrics
to the last seven minutes of “Rappers Delight.”
It’s the truth, dummies. And since we’re keeping
this naked thing going, I’m going to talk about
the Naked Truth. Hopefully we can keep this
Purchase related. No promises.
-The New isn’t getting farther away. We’re just
getting lazier.
-Seven out of 10 Purchase students have pet
dogs living under their campus beds. Get on
the case, RAs.
-Real musicians don’t walk up to you at a party
and just “casually” fit into the conversation that
they’re in a band.
-French dressing is not mayonnaise mixed with
ketchup. That’s Russian dressing.
-Some people at Purchase have beards
because it makes them look rugged. Others
wear beards because it hides their multiple
chins.
-President Schwartz is actually doing a decent
job around here, despite what a lot of you think
or say. Like it or not, you have to admit that he
catches far too much flak than any rich old
white guy deserves. A lot of you just like
protesting because you’re secretly yearning to
lash out at an authority figure, and he’s the

Continued on Page 15...
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Being Naked:
The Path Back to Corporate

Independence and Inner Peace
By Andrew Rowley

Cessation of naked time (i.e. starting to
wear clothes) is the most heartbreaking event
ever to affect human communication.
Decorating people's bodies was among the first
means of mass-communication. Clothing our-
selves with leaves, paint, or animal trappings
helped us to form and identify groups and ranks
within those groups.

Clearly, wearing clothes is not natural.
Sure, animals are born with markings and
stuff—but even the animals we kill in order to
wear aren't born with clothing.

We've come not to think of clothes as the
evil that they clearly are. But that's only
because we're indoctrinated from birth. It starts
in the delivery room with the beanie and a
bracelet. Assign it a gender. Assign it a clan.
Cover the baby up!

But if clothing is so evil, how did it catch
on? Good point.

Here's my theory: clothing added an ele-
ment of mystery to the phallus, which man was
already too fascinated with. It's the reason for
phallic symbols pervading every aspect of our
culture.

Any time you add an element of mystery,
people start feeling the need to assign roles of
power. Everybody wants power, so nobody is
willing to drop their fig leaf.

And if that wasn't bad enough, somewhere
along the line somebody got the idea to profit
from everybody's insecurity. We put brand
labels on new ways of covering ourselves up.

The great irony is that we buy all this cloth-
ing to cover ourselves up and we wear things
that suit our personalities. That's like buying
soda so that you can return the bottles for gas
money. Maybe we could cut a step out, eh?

And in the process, we could cut out some
of the neuroses caused by ubiquitous advertis-
ing blitzes. While we're at it, we could cut out
the human snoop mechanism too. Maybe what
people do with their naked time shouldn't be
such a mystery.

Naked time is when a person is, rather lit-
erally, just himself. It says the most about your
personality. Driving. Sleeping. Hanging out with
close friends or family. Watching TV. Antiquing.
Masturbating. Writing. Combining at least two
of those. Whatever. Whatever you do when
you're naked is who you are.

Naked time is the most precious of all of
our time on earth. And it's a gift so easy to give
yourself, your friends, and your family every
day. Instead of having trouble finding some-
thing that will show off your personality when
you enter the world, just go naked. And it's a gift
so easy to give yourself, your friends, and your
family every day. When it catches on, we'll find
that the world will be a much better place to just
be ourselves instead of having to advertise it.

Bodies: Nudity 
to the Extreme

By Emily Farrell

If the past 10 days have taught me
anything, it’s that we’re all fundamentally the
same, under our clothes and under our skin.

Yes, in the midst of having Naked
Issue on the brain this week, I decided to check
out Bodies, the Exhibition at
the South Street Sea Port in
New York City. The exhibit
features about ten full-sized
and fully preserved human
bodies, the skin peeled back
to display different muscles,
bones, and all of the other
gooey stuff that we don’t nor-
mally see.  

After looking at the
first body and becoming
accustomed to the texture
and color of the muscle that
reminded me of the dark
meat on a turkey (the red
kind that’s very close to the
bone) I was set to experience
the rest of the exhibition.  The
first barrier had been hurdled
and, not to say that I was
desensitized and that my
vegetarianism hadn’t been reaffirmed, but it
was easy, now, to look at these amazing “spec-
imen.”

Well, the placards, which most of the
time read like my tenth grade biology textbook
(very, very dryly) described them as speci-
mens. “A human specimen.”  To get to the real
humanity of the experience, though, I started in
my mind to replace the word “specimen” with
words like “human body,” “man,” “person,”
“Chinese donor…”

A human body is first preserved
according to standard mortuary science. The
person is then dissected to show whatever it is
that someone wants to display. Once dissect -
ed, the man is immersed in acetone, which
eliminates all body water. The person is then
placed in a large bath of silicone, or polymer,
and sealed in a vacuum chamber. Under vacu -
um, acetone leaves the body in the form of gas
and the polymer replaces it, entering each cell
and body tissue.  A catalyst is then applied to

the Chinese donor,
hardening him  and complet -
ing the process.
While each of our bodies

may differ slightly, we’re real-
ly all the same underneath.
Anatomy, despite what some
backward folks may believe,
is universal.  Any Purchase
student could have been on
display at Bodies and that
universality was what made
it special to me, strangely
enough.  
Rather than being over-

come with a feeling of being
ordinary, robotic, I felt con-
nected to everybody in the
room.  The air conditioner
was broken and it was 90
degrees in the exhibition
rooms, which did provide for

a sublimely human experience.  Sweating
together, dads explaining things to their kids in
about five different languages, I knew that I
had something in common with all of these
people, the most basic, cellular fact.  Our bod-
ies are all the same under the skin.  Not to be
cheesy, but maybe if George W. Bush or
Hamas chose to come see this exhibit, there
would be a few less problems in the world.



Nudity at Purchase is
as Old as the Brick s

By David Nora Jr.

The boys went balls out and the girls were
eager beavers. Purchase students were excit-
ed to let it all hang loose for The Independent’s
first ever naked issue.

But this isn’t the first time students were
excited to pose nude for a campus publication.
According to Audrey Cozzarin, president of the
Purchase College Alumni Association, as a
freshman in the late 1970s, she can remember
two occasions of students baring it all for the
cameras.

The first occasion was when a full frontal
woman imposed onto a brick building appeared
in the jacket liner of the Purchase 1978 year-
book. The second occasion was when a full
frontal couple posing in back of the administra-
tion building was placed on the cover of the
school’s literary magazine from 1975 to 1976.

Cozzarin was also excited about the pic-
tures because she thought that they made the
school look cool, but her mother didn’t think so.

“I brought the magazine home,” said
Cozzarin. “And when my mother looked at it,
she said, ‘What the hell kind of school are you
going to?!’ She was shocked.”

Cozzarin along with other alumni remem-
ber other occasions where students were
naked, and not in front of the camera for cam-
pus media. Students took it off for parties and
performances.

Cozzarin remembers a couple of “Animal
House-like guys” threw the “Naked Party” on
“Lush Hall” (Second floor of Big Haus) in the
winter of ’76. She remembers there being lots
of beer, pot, and a packed hall of dancing peo-
ple with a couple of naked guys in the mix.

Cozzarin also remembers a solid gold-
painted couple with wreaths on their heads
showed up among other costumed couple at
the Spring Festival the same year. She says

that the couple painted completely from head
to toe in gold metallic paint was sup-

posed to be Adam and Eve. 
During the same year, Mel

Young, a faculty member in the dance
department, staged a naked dance

piece in the Abbott Kaplan Theater, according
to Cozzarin. She remembers a small group of
naked women stepped out onto a dark stage
into shallow boxes made out of plexi-glass filled
with water.

But these naked events from the 1970s
were just the beginning for future Purchase stu-
dents. Junior Jose Miguel Jimenez remembers
one bad incident involving an Extreme Elvis
that showed up for Culture Shock of 2004. 

“We saw this big guy dressed as Las
Vegas Elvis telling us that we’re a wimpy art
school filled with rich kids and sang renditions
of Elvis songs. As he sang, he stripped down to
his underwear, got completely naked, and then
peed out into the audience,” said Jimenez. “At
one point he got off stage and into the crowd, I
was watching from over by Big Haus, and you
could see a wake of students running back-
wards, cause ripples through the audience, try-
ing to get away from him. He was extreme
alright, extremely gross.” 

There have been many naked occur-
rences in the past, and now The Independent
gives you the naked issue. But what sort of
naked occurrences will come to the campus in
the future?  

Who really cares when you have all these
nude people to look at…Wait, I didn’t know she

had a tattoo there! 

An Alternative
Space For Female

Health 
By Adam Tyrrell

This year the Alternative Clinic will be cel-
ebrating its 26th anniversary as a service on
campus. According to Erica Bushell, senior
Women’s Studies and last year’s co-director,
the service was originally a senior project
aimed at providing a choice within the Health
Services office.  Operated by a conservative
staff of doctors and nurse practitioners, the
department allegedly treated female students
unfairly in practice and by lack of information.  

“They needed a more open area to have
gynecological and educational needs met,” said
intern, Carolyn Lambrou, senior Liberal
Studies.  Therefore, the Alternative Clinic was
created to serve the needs of the female stu-
dent body at Purchase.

The Alternative Clinic currently is
funded by the mandatory student activity fee
and under the umbrella of the PSGA Council of
Clubs, Organizations and Services, prides itself
in its free service to students.  With several
interns and nurse practitioner Denise Byrd of
Health Services on staff, the Clinic has been a
public presence on campus with events such
as their annual Women Out Loud occurring last
night in which performances, an open mic, and
a raffle took place.

Of the Clinic space itself, “It is student run,
has a nice environment, and no fluorescent
lighting,” Lambrou said.

Amongst the services provided are
free STD tests, Pap smears, condoms, and
dental dams.  While they prefer students to
make an appointment beforehand by calling
Health Services at x6360, walk-ins are wel-
come during their office hours of Monday and
Thursday from 5:30 to 8:30PM.  The Alternative
Clinic is located in the basement of Campus
Center South, between PTV and Health
Services.

Bushell invited all those who were
interested, stating that the
Alternative Clinic “is simply for
people who love the
female body.”

C I A L LY IN A MIXED SOCIAL SETTING.  *  A LTHOUGH EXPOSURE OF THE TO P OF WOMEN'S BREASTS IS  CONSIDERED PERFECTLY



“Purchase Undressed” from Front Page...
uniforms of one kind or another (and make no
mistake about it, a shirt and tie is as much a
uniform as the Army’s BDUs).  Our clothing is
one more way in which people’s positions, their
role in society, and their rung on the ladder of
“authority” is re-enforced.  But Bob Dylan
reminds us in “It’s Alright, Ma (I’m Only
Bleeding),” Even the President of the United
States sometimes must have to stand naked.
Truth is, however, that this is a case of periph-
eral functionality.

The main purpose (discounting protection
from the elements) is to hide our humanity in
the face of God.  We are still stigmatized by the
Judeo-Christian values of an Old Testament
super-being who wants to shame humankind.
It is really one of the greatest ironies in history.
Billions of people believe that we are the most
important creatures in the universe.  They
believe that a supernatural being created us in
“his” image.  And yet they believe that same
“creator” hates us enough that he expects us to
cover ourselves in shame.  Let us not forget
that we created this fictional superior being,
created it in the image of “man,” and we looked
upon it, thought it was good and called it “God.”
And then we had this God cast us out of Eden
to the Land of Nod all because we ate from the
“Tree of Knowledge.”  In all of this, our aware-
ness of our bodies, our knowledge of nudity--
and worse yet-- our shame is caused by a
woman eating fruit from a tree because a snake
told her to.  Given more time, I would decon-
struct this absurd story for its blatant misogyny
and point out the many indicators proving that it
was written by a jealous male control freak
(don’t forget it was the snake in the garden that
made her do it); but let’s suffice it to say that
this fictional tale of creation has gotten way out
of hand.  Humans have become ashamed of
their humanity and of their very essence
because of an invisible superman.  

The issue of nudity and shame goes well
beyond the fiction of Adam and Eve.  Today the
media-driven ideals concerning body image
have led to both a hatred of that ideal image
and a love for it which causes many to hate
their own image.  If you want you can see a
dialectic at work, the synthesis of which is
shame.  Ultimately, one longs for the destruc-
tion of an ideal one cannot achieve but reluc-
tantly decides to destroy their own image by
hiding it as much as possible.  That’s one theo-
ry at least.

In the end, the nudity taboo can be traced
back to shame of one kind or another.  Whether
that shame arises from religious belief or from
false ideals, it is an imposition that the individ-
ual is responsible for casting aside, the same
way God cast us out of Eden.  

So I am taking this step.  I will not be
ashamed of my body, and I will not be intimidat-
ed by false values.  It is with pride that I take
part in this issue of the Indy. And it is with great
intent that I have created “Purchase
Undressed” (an homage to photographer Greg
Friedler).

Right: All photos by Jeffery Stein.

A C C E P TABLE  IN A L M O S T A L L WESTERN COUNTRIES,  IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, EXPOSURE OF FEMALE NIPPLES IS STILL C O N-



SIDERED CRIMINAL B Y THE STATE AND NOT U S U A L LY ALLOWED IN PUBLIC * GYMNOPHOBIA IS  AN IRRAT I O N A L FEAR OR A N X I E T Y A B O U T B E I N G



NAKED,  OR A B O U T SEEING OTHERS NAKED.  *  PRIOR TO THE 1990S,  PBS WAS THE ONLY NETWORK TO AIR NUDITY ON THEIR DOCUMEN-



TARIES AND FILMS.  *  THE FOLLOWING  A C TORS HAVE DONE NUDE SCENES ON THE TEEVEE SHOW NYPD BLUE:   DAV ID CARUSO,



H e r e ’s your chance to score a free set of tickets
to the hit off-broadway show Naked Boys

S i n g i n g!  Simply match the following body parts
to their respective Senator. Emily Oleary, the cur-
rent chair of the Senate (and seen thinking wide
open below), will announce the winner via email

next week. Submit your answers to
Purchaseindy@gmail.com .  Good luck!

S H E R RY STRINGFIELD,  DENNIS FRANZ,  J IMMY SMITS,  SHARON LAWRENCE,  GA IL O ' G R A D Y,  K IM DELANEY, RICK SCHRODER,  HENRY

INDY CONTEST

M ATCH THE BODY PA RT TO THE SENATO R !

Evan Sargeant
Valerie Weaver
Emily Giffiths
Tos Sasitorn
Adam Sypnier

Matt Dunnam
Betsy Aloi
Antonio Commisso
Kathleen Lavin
Roman Goldin

Senators Pictured:



EVENTS
Grad School Tips with 
Dr. Rachel Kallen, PhD. &
Dr. Nancy Zook, PhD.
4-5 pm, NS 1029

The House of Yes
Humanities Theater
8 pm

Le Nozze di Figaro
Music Building Recital Hall
7 pm

Get tickets for Purchase
Prom from the Advising
Center from 12 to 3pm

CLUBS
GLBTU, CCS 0037, 10 pm 

Comic Book Liberation
Army,
Student Center 7 pm         

O.A.P.I.A., CCN Basement
10 pm

Root Beer Club. Student
Center, 9 pm

EMIT, HU 1021 10:30-12:00
am

PSGA General
Programming Committee,
CCN 1012 5:30 pm

Independent Writer’s
Meeting, 
CCN 1011 7:30 pm

Alternative Clinic
5:30-8:30 pm

EVENTS
The House of Yes
Humanities Theater
8 pm

CULTURE SHOCK!!!
ALL DAY IN THE QUAD!!!

EVENTS
The House of Yes
Humanities Theater
8 pm

IT’S CULTURE SHOCK
AGAIN!!! ALL DAY IN THE
QUAD AGAIN!!!

CLUBS
X-Stream Generation
CCN 003 9 pm

EVENTS?

Not much. Culture Shock
recovery time.

EVENTS?
Still recovering from Culture
Shock.

Get tickets for Purchase

Prom from the Advising
Center from 11am to 4pm

EVENTS
Purchase Prom
7 pm, PAC

Tiffany Yusko Senior Harp
Recital, 4 pm, Music
Building Recital Hall

CLUBS
Art Club , Co-Op 9 pm

Yearbook Committee,
Alumni/Affiliate Lounge 9:30
pm
PSGA Civic Actions
Committee, CCN 1012 
12:30 pm

PUSH, CCN 0014 10 pm

COCOAS Meeting ,
Whitson’s 5-6pm. Financial
Proposals Due!

Independent Meeting, CCN
1011 7 pm  

Latinos Unidos, CCN 007 
10 pm

Media Services Board Meeting
CCN 1011, 10-11 pm

P S G AMajor Events
Committee CCN 1012, 8 pm

W.H.E.N. CCN 0012, 10 pm

Alternative Clinic
5:30-8:30 pm

EVENT
Champian Fulton presents
“The Stylings of Silver”
Choral Hall, PAC, 8:30 pm

CLUBS
PSGA Senate Meeting, 
HU 1072 12 pm

PSGA Finance Committee,
CCN 1012 4:30 pm

Anime Club, Fireside
Lounge 8pm

Hillel, CCN 0024  9pm

Pre-Med Club, NS 1002
12:30 pm

Psychology Club, NS 0029
12:30 pm
PTV, CCS 0026 10:30 pm

Film Society, CCN 10 pm
1:30 pm

Purchase Environmental
Activists
Natural Science 0029

If you haven’t heard of
Culture Shock, it’s this pret-
ty big concert with lots of
bands. There’s also carnival
rides. Last year I went on
the Gravitron three times
and threw up. Be careful.

SUNDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY



SIMMONS,  JACQUELINE OBRADORS,   CHARLOTTE ROSS , MARK-PA U L GOSSELAAR,  JOHN WESLEY S H I P P, MELINA KANAKAREDES  *

By Robert Stewart-Rogers



Self-Mutilation is
Masturbation

By Danielle Gangi

Ever since I was seven I’ve had this
dream. As cliché as it sounds I do believe my
dreams are the most important aspects of
shaping how my mind works. In the dream I am
in the middle of a huge unrecognizable place.
I’m surrounded by people and wearing
absolutely nothing but an expression of terror
and a red flush from head to toe. If I’m listening
really carefully I can hear the people around
me whisper, and if my vision isn’t clouded I can
see them point. Some of them disapprove,
some of them admire. Some of these people
compliment me, others  judge; some of them
criticize me, and others  praise. And then, in
the very distant corner there was always one
face. It was a face that I never knew but some-
how seemed familiar. This figure stood there
with nothing but a stare, saying not a word. All
I know is that she stands, arms crossed over in
front of her, looking me up and down, the eyes
of judgment are upon me in her face. Ever
since then, whenever I have that dream, I have
this overbearing fear to face the day.

Standing there alone and vulnerable
leaves me defenseless in the world; I am fright-
ened and on my own. The dream hasn’t
changed much in the many years since then—
with one shifting exception—my body. As I
grew, my dream grew with me, and my fear to
be open and confident followed me. The peo-
ple around me never changed, the things they
said didn’t either—the face was still there, but
my body changed constantly, and I knew in the
midst of this unsettling world that I had no con-
trol. I of course knew I could say something to
get them to stop their actions toward me, but
there was no changing my body. I didn’t want
people to see the changes. I wanted to be a
child. Puberty took a toll on me and my mind,
and I knew the one thing I thought I could con-
trol was out my hands—just as out of my hands
as it is to control the world.

Of all the bodies in this world, never will
you have a closer relationship with them than
you will with your own. Your body is the part of
you that is always changing. No one knows
your body better than you, and no one ever
will. You know how your body responds to hot
and cold; you know how it feels when you stub
your toe, and you know how it feels when emo-
tions trap you in pain. When you’re a kid you
aren’t really as conscious of your body as you
are when you get older. You realize people are
looking. You realize that there are expectations
(mostly because of pop culture) you are to
meet, and then you realize that the most
painful part which comes from not being able to
control your body is the turmoil that comes
from realizing that you aren’t perfect. 

My most inner struggle with this world has
become the underlying fact that I’m not perfect.
Sure, I could wear makeup, I can change my
clothes, I can lose weight—which I have—but
I’m the same person on the inside. I knew that

no matter how many times I had that dream,
my body was the one part of me that I was
never able to cope with—because I had no
way of changing it. I realized that beyond the
deeper meaning of what dreams symbolize, I
live my life as naked as I am in that dream. I
have the eyes of judgment upon me everyday;
being naked in front of a crowd in a dream is
just as horrifying as being completely clothed in
the real world. When you can’t speak, you find
other ways of getting people to notice your
pain. 

My lacking satisfaction with what I saw in
myself made me incomplete. When I held back
so much pain, I just wanted something to
release it. I wanted to show those people in my
dream how I felt. Burn the flesh, ignore the
insecurity. If you can forget all about my talent
and see only the way I look then ignore the
emotion and see only my wounds. May I never
be separated from my flaws; I cannot hide
them, just as I cannot hide a flesh wound on a
naked body. I used it to feel. Let out all of the
anger and the pain and the tears I held back.
And I don’t even know how, but it me made me
feel so good. Elevating pain by causing more
may seem crazy, but the orgasm I felt to finally
be able to cry was exhilarating. Here it is: “I
present my scars as a testament to the pain I
feel inside.” See this as me, and learn that I do
this because it helps me let out the pain I bot-
tle up. After a while, it seemed silly to continue
this process that was only helping me cause
more injury to myself than good. One day I
dropped the razor and decided it was time to
stop. The orgasm wasn’t worth the scars any-
more. I dropped to the floor and cried for hours.
It was at that moment when I realized I didn’t
need the pain to feel relief anymore. It wasn’t
easy, but days pass, and I finally feel better.

Continued on Page 15...

THERE IS NO FEDERAL L AW A G A I N S T N U D I T Y *  IN 2004,  THE CITY OF V ILLAHERMOSA, WEST OF MEXICO CITY HAS ENACTED A L AW

The Nudependent:
Natural State

By Kevin Rankin

“Being naked is just a wonderful experience.  I
highly recommend it to anyone.  You should all

run out of your houses immediately and be
naked.  You don’t have to have people watch -

ing you--just go out at night some time and
walk around in the yard and see how good it

feels.”
--Reg from the documentary, Naked States

Reg was a participant in a nude photo-
graph taken in a public place by photographer
Spencer Tunick.  In fact, he is one of hundreds
across the world that have participated in his
photos displaying fully nude men and women in
single shots or in large groups-- and always in
public.  Reg is over 60 years old and learned
through this experience how liberating it can be
to be naked.  The old man has a point.

Nudity in American society is clearly
frowned upon.  Since we can remember, we
were taught to cover up our bodies as much as
possible, to hide ourselves away.  Public nudity
is not only shunned by the society we live in,
but in most cases it is downright illegal.  After
watching a documentary about Spencer Tunick
in which he went state-to-state through the US
taking nude photographs (HBO’s ‘Naked
States’), one starts to ponder why we are taught
that nudity is wrong, immoral, and illegal.  

We as Americans living in this society have
subconsciously learned to be ashamed of our
bodies.  I’ve read that about 12,000 women per
year get arrested for breastfeeding in public
and another 30,000 get arrested for being top-
less in public (http://www.lilithgallery.com/arti-
cles/breastfeeding.html).  This news shocks
and annoys me.  Last I checked, we are all born
into this world naked.  Nakedness is as natural
as the trees and grass outside our windows.
Thankfully, just as I was exposed to all of these
things The Independent gave me and any other
willing bodies the opportunity to bare ourselves
au natural.  

For myself and other nervous bodies, once
our clothes hit the ground, leaving us complete-
ly exposed, it was a feeling of complete libera-
tion.  Many people poured out of the closed-off
photo room with little or no clothing on their
bodies, laughing with a newfound excitement.
For others, it seemed an awakening of not hav-
ing to feel shame for their bodies.  T h e
Independent was successful in letting 50+ par-
ticipants drop their egos to the wind for the
night.

A group in Manhattan runs an all-nude
yoga class called Hot Nude Yoga. This and
several other small groups across the country
have proclaimed that clothing disturbs the natu-
ral state of the body. Aaron Star, the class
instructor, has said he thinks of the practice of
yoga as a “very natural state that clothes can
hinder.”  As an article written in Columbia 

Continued on Page 15...



MAKING IT I L L E G A L TO BE NUDE IN YOUR OWN HOME, SUBJECT TO 36 HOURS IN JAIL OR A FINE  OF $121  

“Raven Army” from Page 3...
When I got in front of the camera and start-

ed shedding my clothing, something happened:
I suddenly felt beautiful. I was able to stand
there naked in my own skin without being
pumped full of silicone and not feel afraid of
what people would think when they saw them.
The sets I did weren't dark like many I've seen
on Suicide Girls, but they were my own. It did-
n't matter then about what my boyfriend thought
or how I compared to everyone else. I was
grateful that I may be able to show people the
version of beauty that is in me.

I don't need people to appreciate the pic-
tures of me to know I'm beautiful now. It's some-
thing I had to find out on my own. I don't think
anybody feels good about themselves for more
than five minutes at a time, but I think that by
being able to stand there bare and finally feel
comfortable is something that will always be
with me when it's 1 a.m. and I'm staring at
myself in the mirror wishing I was someone
else.

Insecurities won't go away over night. In
fact, they probably won't go away at all. What I
have found though is that the day you learn to
love the body you were given is day you take
the first step to self-acceptance.

“Naked Truth” from Page 4...
closest one to you.
-Sorry, Student Center. Arcade games cease to
be interesting once your quarter is no longer
forfeit. Once you get unlimited lives in an
arcade game, you don’t care much if Bart
Simpson gets pimp slapped by a thug in a blue
suit.
-When you bring up the plot twist in Short
Circuit 2 to support your argument in a History
of Modern THEATRE class, you look like an
asshole.
-Chartwells is ripping you all off. Their meal plan
restrictions are put in place so you’re forced to
eat far less than you’re paying for. I live on cam-
pus. Find me. Give me $3.50 and a hug and I’ll
feed you until you burst.
-If you leave without setting things right, you
might regret it for the rest of your life.
-When you crash a party you should do every-
one a favor and at least introduce yourself to
the host. Don’t have a clue who the host is?
Then maybe you should take your beer-pilfer-
ing, drunk-girl-grabbing, fight-starting, music-
changing, cabbage-patching ass and get the
fuck out.
-People only steal the things you’re too stupid to
lock down.
-We all listen to some pretty trendy but wholly
awful music here sometimes.
-If people meet you and they end up knowing
your sexual orientation before they know your
first name, maybe you should rethink some
things. Who we choose to love is only a small
part of us. Who we are as people -- that’s the
rest.
-Arrested Development is never coming back
again.
-A lot of you still get behind a white male femi-
nist Purchase alumnus who used to refer to the
general Purchase population as a bunch of
black-people-hati ng, oppressive, chauvinistic
rapists. He now works for a magazine dedicat-
ed to telling women how fat and worthless they
are. Stop listing to this man.
-The cheese…stand alone.

That’s all I got in me tonight. I’m going to
enjoy Culture Shock sort of. Break out those
hookahs, fill them with tobacco, and blow that
sweet smelling smoke all over the campus.
Dance to the bands that you watched play at
the Student Center not more than two weeks
ago. And make sure you get behind me during
Culture Shock when the Fireflys play, and
scream the lyrics into my ear. I adore people
who do that at concerts. I love this campus with
all my heart. I even love the people who attend.
Even the commuters. 

“Self-Mutilation” from 14...
There was a time when I felt I lost a battle

with myself everyday of my life. When I realized
that the one person in that dream I was afraid
of, the figure leering and judging me silently
from the corner of the room, was the one per-
son I could never face. She is the one person I
can never impress. That person isn’t who you
think she is. She isn’t my mom, or my sister, or
any of my girlfriends who influence me in my
life. It scared me to death the day I realized who
she was  . . . me. I am my harshest critic. I don’t
even have to say anything to feel inadequate
around myself, because at the end of the day I
have to look myself in the mirror, and I couldn’t
bear to look at one more scar. I stopped
destroying myself the day I came to terms with
the fact that being in pain doesn’t feel as good
as I thought it did. The truest orgasm is in self
empowerment. Emotional pain only connects to
the physical when you let it, just as sex crosses
over from the physical into the emotional when
feelings are involved. I know now the only way
to be comfortable with who I am, the only way
to stop hurting myself physically and emotional-
ly, is to learn to love myself. Otherwise, there is
no hope for me ever to love anyone else, and
no hope to ever get rid of that figure in the cor-
ner of my dreams. For anyone out there who
has ever felt like me, know that life isn’t over,
and there is nothing worth hurting yourself over
...not even the greatest orgasm in the world.

“Nudependent” from Page 14...
University’s news source about the subject 
states “A ballet dancer for many years, Shu
said nude yoga helped him to let go of the inse-
curities that he had about his self-image.”  (You
can find the article here: http://jscms.jrn.colum-
bia.edu/cns/2006-04-04/maitre-nudeyoga).

For Spencer Tunick’s subjects in his nude
photography, participants of nude yoga-- and
now our very own Independent-- nudity has
been praised as a liberating, fun, and free
experience that today’s society does not recog-
nize.  In my own research for my senior project
on the website SuicideGirls.Com, the models
and members have claimed the same for post-
ing images of their bodies on the internet.
Come to your own conclusion about it, but don’t
let the norms of the world we live in make you
shameful of your natural self.  Walk outside
nude on a dark night sometime, as Reg sug-
gests.

NAKED MODELS 

Adrienne Adams
Stefanie Arroyo
Jennifer Bakalar
Anthony Bernardo
Jessie Biel
David Brietkopf
Patrick Cassels
Rachel Cleary
Joseph Comitak
Greg Cooper
Karl Custer
Lena DeLeo
Tom DePaola
James Dier
Natalie Eilbert
Matthew Epstein
Emily Farrell
John Fastiggi
Jacob Freund
Danielle Gangi
Michelle Genzel
Blair Gershenson
Emily T. Griffiths
Katie Grosskopf
Bob Guile 
Ryan Homesey
Kristopher Imperati 
Michael Ippolito
Christian Jacobs
Sam Jaffe
Tara Keeley
Maiko Kishimolo

Bari Knopf
Ava Katerina Lamb
Kathleen Lavin
Brian Lesser
Allison Malinowski
Johanna Miller
Dylan O’Brien
E.J. O’Leary
Lisa Onderdonk
Bill Reese
Dan Rivoli
Cait Russell
Shawn Ryder
Evan Solana-Cardona
Alaina Stamatis
Jeffery Stein
Cristal Stevens
Jennie Stevenson-
Brestoff
Robert Stewart-Rogers
Laura Strain
Kaitlyn Sudol
Denise Suris
Steven Tartick
Stephanie Thake
Owen Thaxton
Natisha Thomas
Adam Tyrrell
Michael Umile
Amber Van Natten
Chantilly Waryck
Dana Wilkens
Sable Yong
Emily Ziminski



Putting the Indecent Back in Indecent Exposure, It’s the Indy

cavernous vagina

Melissa, leave Kevin! He's been bed hop-
ping. Don't be dumb.

I BE LOVIN' HIM! 

"that banana.... just hung itself." 

I f  I  had  i t to do over aga i n ,  I  wou l d
have h i red  a  hooker fo r my f i rs t t ime . 

Naked I will be. 
Purchase College will see me

Vagina and Boobs 

Hanan is an EASY BAKE OVEN 

Alex, he knows you want him 

I'm gonna fuck you with the
Blue Ranger! 

N I P P L E S ! !

T o  m y  F 2 3 8  g i r l s  –  y o u ' r e  m y  d y s -
fu n c t i o n a l  f a m i l y  a n d  I  L O VE  I T ! !

<3  M E L L Y

Watch Out!! F102 throws urine out the window! 

She took my sandwich away. It
was like a miscarriage.

Wa t ch Fantasia with Animals/Darkside

I  lo ve  B enny  but  Be nny  lo ve s  B oys!  

My microwave is the Anne Frank
of microwaves. 

So, did you get that Purchase Penis?

Hi Gena I love you 

It's MORPHIN TIME!! 

B E WARE OF CREEPY DUDES WEARING
C O W B O Y H AT S ! !

You are a good kisser

I see your heiney
It's bright and shiny 
You better hide it, 
Before I bite it 

Hey boy how ya doing 

NOTE TO SELF: Put in a
request for pigtails 

B a b y ,  y o u  m a k e  m e  w i s h  I
h a d  t h r e e  h a n d s .

When you’re bojangles, shit = love 

You know it’s getting serious
when the apartments visit the

dorms.

Why is a virgin giving out sex advice? 

"POOPY DOCK!!! DICKY
SMALLS IS DA ILLEST!!"

I ’ m  o n l y  a  f a n  o f  t h e
t o m a t o  s o m e t i m e s

Yo Pinky-Titties. I love you

If you are interested in doing
Cross Country next fall, and in

getting 1 P.E. credit, e-Mail 
S h a w n . R y d e r@p u r c h a s e . e d u

Paper and Sand you guys are an
inspiration, continue to rock!

The Violet Tour

Bronze Monkey and pinn-apple: the
exquisite dish that swiffering the

nation

Those Mexicans are always talking
shit about my girl in Spanish!

Fuckem 

Crap! Boo! 

"What's wrong with shoveling crap for like...
10 dollars an hour?" – Jabba the Hut

I LOVE MAX FUTTERMAN

Tonight, we're all letting go,
'cause we're all

D.E.A.D.R.A.M.O.N.E.S.
Purchase Prom

"Dancing Through the Decades"
Tuesday, April 25, 2006 7pm

Performing Arts Center
Tickets can be picked up at the Advising
Center Monday 11-4, Wednesday 10-2,

Thursday 12-3

I’ll eat your ass! 
All i want is to sleep with

you forever




